W. A. Production has teamed up with L. A.'s rising electronic music producer Xavage to release a
monster, Trap Monster. Xavage is a creative mind that fuses elements of multiple sub-genres to
unleash a truly unique and appealing blend that will magnetically and addictively grab your attention.
The quality of his music has not gone unnoticed with support from heavyweights like UZ, TYNAN,
QUIX, and Slander. Xavage has opened for a wide array of artists including FeedMe, Denzel Curry,
Jaykode and HeadHunterz.

With Trap Monster from W. A. Production, we are giving you guys a look inside the brilliant mind of
Xavage with 2 construction kits. These kits will allow you to restructure and reconstruct your own
version of 2 tracks and shape it any way that you want.

Xavage has also included dark and atmospheric bells, strings, pads and other hair raising elements.
Choose from all types of different subs and bass like you've never felt before. The selection of
percussive elements will amaze you. There are master-crafted hi-hat trap patterns and beats
structured by the groove of hip hop. You can even add a little tension or drama by adding some
cinematic horns or distorted orchestral stabs. Other instruments include guitar, organs, and plucks.

Every element that you need to create some spooky scary monstrous Trap has been included. Pick up
Trap Monster from W. A. production and get the quality of a name you trust created by Xavage, a
name that is going to be notorious as a contributor to the EDM genre with his unstoppable,
imaginative creativity.

Construction Kits contain WAV format stems that can be imported into any DAW or audio editor that
will import WAV format.

This pack contains:
- 2 Construction Kits
- 41 Massive Presets
- 40 Serum Presets
- 55 Melody & Bass Loops
- 21 Wubs
- 30 Vocals
- 107 Drum Loops
- 199 Drums that include Claps, Hats, Kicks, Percussion, and Snares
- 40 808's
- 40 FX
- 10 Music Loops
- 19 Whomps
- 100% Royalty-Free

Requirements:
Please Use Xfer Serum Version 1.27b2 Or Higher
Please Use NI Massive Version 1.3.0 or Higher

